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Name

Class

Reason

Felix Elsen

1A

For your hard work and dedication towards your writing and taking your time to form and size your letters correctly. Keep up the great work!

Eli Jarred

1B

For being a super mathematician and solving addition problems using the split strategy.

Angelique Petrucci

1C

For always giving 100% to classroom tasks and persisting even when they are challenging.

Marisa Bonacci

1D

For improved resilience when completing difficult tasks.

Sophie Faulks

1E

For consistently finding ways to help around the classroom.

Henri Gibson

2B

For being such a positive person to have in the classroom and for always treating everyone with such respect.

Benjamin Van Dijk

2C

For being a good compromiser by combining ideas during our STEAM Challenge this week. Great work!

Elena Macleod

2C

For being a respectful and caring member of 2C. Well done, Elena!

Evan Sealey

2D

for being cheerful and picking up lots of papers.

Cooper Haynes

2D

for being a kind friend and trying his best.

Tommy Everett

2E

For his eagerness to take on new challenges during maths lessons and for always offering others help when needed. Fantastic work, Tommy!

Ned Hutchinson

2E

For being focussed and determined during S.T.E.A.M challenges and for working cooperatively with others.

River Stojanovski-Simeon

3A

For bouncing back after he hurt himself at camp and being a terrific camper!

Evie Simon

3A

For being a fantastic camper who helped others and showed great participation.

Stefanie Villarreal

3D

displaying excellent camp spirit by looking after your friends.

Troy Neven

3D

engaging in and applying yourself to new experiences on camp.

Lucy Ward

4B

for her reflective and beautifully presented cinquain poem. Well done!

Daniel Janev

4C

For consistently being a role model for others in both behaviour and effort.

Declan Cole

4C

For coming to school with a FANTASTIC attitude towards his learning.

Chloe Green

6A

For her mature approach to social situations. Well done!

Nina Linnestad

6B

Making big improvements with her reading comprehension.

Lincoln Bowman

PB

for his efforts in Reading. You did a fantastic job of using your codes.

